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                                                       overview

this is a followup (same dataset) on previous LHCb results:
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                                                       overview
    

    

N are  acceptance corrected 
bkg subtracted yields
Adaptive (B++B-)binning

mKK< 1.5GeV

Large CPV observed in the
rescattering region (mKK or mПП 
between 1 and 1.5 GeV)
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                                                       overview
    

    

mKK< 1.5GeV

rich interference pattern leading to
positive and negative CPV discussed in 
J.R.A.Nogueira et al Phys. Rev. D92,054010 (2015)

large CPV observed in the rescattering
region (mKK or mПП between 1 and 1.5
GeV)
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                                                       overview

large CPV observed in regions of the phase space :
      some cancel out within the decay 
      some do not cancel     CPV must be compensated to ensure CPT

BKKπ and Bπππ are connected by KKππ rescattering

KKππ rescattering is a way to ensure CPT

hadronic effects play important whole  in CPV

the CPV in phase space may be a manifestation of:   direct CPV on a
intermediate state     interference of intermediate states with
difference in strong and/or weak phases   KKππ rescattering 

     the amplitude analysis of the four channels will 
        help elucidate and verify some hypotheses 



BKKπ amplitude analysis 

MIPT19
Mainz,DE 14-18/jan 

LHCb Preliminary:approved by the review committee but yet under full collab. circulation
 

first amplitude analysis ever performed for this channel
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simpler (in comparison to the other B→hhh channels) resonance structure,
 ss states (φ(1020) & f0(980)) are suppressed by OZI rule

limited statistic

 Kπ:  K*(890), K*(1430)
         broad scalar

 KK:   clear scalar low mass structure (CPV)
          interference pattern with higher spin resonance
          no φ(1020)

                                                       B→KKπ AmAn:data
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                                                       B→KKπ AmAn:data

1D mass fit    S/B in the signal region
signal region :   |5283-mB| < 17Mev     
                        Signal  ~ 74%
                        Combinatorial Bkg ~ 23%
                        Peaking KΠΠ  ~ 2.67%
                        4-body ~ 0.25%
                        KKK ~ 0.12%

signal yields :  B+    2052± 102         B-     1566±84
    

narrow to avoid  large systematic due to 
bkg modeling

negligible
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B→KKπ AmAn: acceptance backgrounds 

combinatorial background (~23%):
constructed using the right side events
5400<Bm<5500 MeV/c2

Kππ peaking background (~2.7%): 
MC simulated B Kππ mis-ID as BKKπ, re-
weighted to bring in the Dalitz plot structure 
based on BaBar model.

prompt produced φ(1020) (+~0.6%):
use side bands to estimate the contamination
in signal region and a ToyMC for φ(1020)KK
generated with no angular distribution 

acceptance:  from Monte Carlo with correction for particle ID and hadronic trigger, 
taken from data,  plus production and detection asymmetries.

backgrounds: 
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B→KKπ AmAn:model&fit
isobar model:   coherent sum of intermediate  contributions

   
       

†  complex coefficients  extracted from fit to B+ and B- data

  direct CPV in i 

  fit fraction 

use the fitting package LAURA++

PRO: freedom to “design” contributions    
         ability to interpret the results

CON: require a robust model, difficult 
          when involving broad scalar states,
          over simplification

† fits use cartesian form:

large CPV manifestation can come from
difference in phases. do not overlook
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B→KKπ AmAn:model&fit

† exception is the f0(980) where the Flatee form was used

        use quasi-two body approximation  B→ (hh)h
 

   resonances: mostly†  relativistic Breit-Wigner lineshapes with angular modulation and 
                              Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factors 

   SinglePoleFormFactor non-resonant: replaces the empirical exponential forms used in 
                                                                                 several occasions  

                                                         Λ is a parameter that could be free in the fit. 
                                                                   Here Λ=1GeV/c², taken form B→πππ

                                                                                                 in our final fit this will replace the      resonance   

J.R.A.Nogueira et al, Phys.Rev. D92,0554010(2015)

not an imposition of  
isobar approach
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B→KKπ AmAn:model&fit
    KK ↔ππ rescattering: J.R.A.Nogueira et al  Phys. Rev. D92,054010 (2015)

      
     

   
  

Pelaez & Yndurain PhysRevD71,074016(2005)
assuming δKK=δππ

fitting  only ππ↔ππ (cern-Munich data )
up to 1.4GeV

other parametrizations were tested
(including fitting parameters and Phys. Rev D 83 (2011)
074004)

there is room for improvement
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B→KKπ AmAn:model&fit
Fit strategy: Start with well stablished resonances  with relativistic Breit-Wigner or
 Flateé lineshapes and standard angular distribution and Baltt-Weisskopf barrier factors.

   of the many tested, 7 intermediate states are required to reasonably represent the dada

     

   
  

KK    in this model the large CPV is taken over by a large contribution of the f0(980)
        that should be suppressed
        the very clear interference signature in high Kπ mass is solved by a scalar and a
          vector compatible with ρ(1450), the tensor, f2(1270) improves the fit.
Kπ    reasonably well represented by three components but can be improved
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B→KKπ AmAn:model&fit
final model:   
                                  f0(980)&f0(1370)      rescattering
                                   φ(1020)     

 

the model reproduces the data better
reacattering is responsible for the large CPV, less peaked  behavior 
rescattering + rho(1450) + f2(1270) reproduce the interference pattern @ large mKπ

small φ(1020)
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B→KKπ AmAn:model&fit
fit stability 2000 randomizing parameter initialization
                       interference between K*0(1430) and PolarFormFactor produce several nearby solutions

baseline solution (

the large interference
producing large CPV in
K*0(1430) not observed in
data is interpreted  as a
mathematically produced
unphysical solution

zoom
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B→KKπ AmAn:results      
systematic uncertainties

1D mass fit : difference of the parameters (σsys= x-xnominal) 
          alternative PDF for the signal model used in the 1D mass fit
          cross-feed background asymmetry: 
          cross-feed background contribution in model.
         different parameters for B+ and B-.
          partially reconstructed decay asymmetry.

Efficiency description across the Dalitz plot: spread of the parameter (σsys= σx) 
         due the limited statistic of the MC samples (poisson fluctuate).
         PID effciency error propagation

Efficency description across the Dalitz plot: difference of parameters (σsys= x-xnominal) 
         L0 trigger efficiency correction, use alternative correction tables.
         binning scheme: finer and coarser binning of the efficiency maps.
         production and detection asymmetry.
         truth match inefficiency
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B→KKπ AmAn:results
systematic uncertainties (cont)

Background maps :  spread of the parameter (σsys= σx) 
         poisson fluctuate  the combinatorial background map.
         poisson fluctuate  the cross-feed background map.

Amplitude Analysis
         fit Bias: generate & fit 1000 Toy MC samples using the baseline model solution(σsys= x-xnominal)  
          blatt-weisskopf barrier radii: the Dalitz plot fit is performed considering 
                                                               values for 3-5 GeV-1 (σsys= x-xnominal)  
         resonance parameters:  mass and width of the resonance components included in the
                                                     baseline model are randomly varied according to  central value
                                                     and  uncertainties are taken from the PDG. (σsys= σx) 
         ρ(1450) mass and width: foat ρ(1450) parameters, found to be m= 1.55±0.01 GeV
                                                     and Γ=0.42±0.02GeV (σsys= x-xnominal) 

main sources: resonance parameters (particularly important for the K*0(1430)
                                                                    and non-resonant related results) 
                       ρ(1450) mass and width 
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B→KKπ AmAn:results
final result including systematic  uncertainties
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B→KKπ discussion

The model represent the data well and the inclusion of run2 data is very important.

rescattering  hypothesis is able to describe the large CPV observed

rescattering  must be polished

interference structure at large mKπ involve  the scalar and the vector

measure the KK vector mass of  1.55±0.01 GeV and width of 0.42±0.02GeV

the fit requires a f2(1270) and not a f'2(1525)

broad scalars are always  troublesome

LHCb RUN1+ RUN2 ~30K events 



                                   backup
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